
Voyager Pro Kit 2020+ RR-S
Part# AB-21999-RRS

2020+ RR-S 350, 390, 430, 500 4 Strokes.

Installation Instructions:

1. Kit contains:
Voyager pro head unit
Dock
Black bracket
2 Mounting bolts, 2 spacers and 2 nylock nuts.     

2.  Remove the headlight mask.
Remove all plugs from the voyager and mounting          
bracket noting their locations. Remove bracket  
from the top triple clamp. Remove the indicator light   
housings and Voyager from the bracket.

3. Drill two quarter inch holes in the top of the bracket.   
First mark the locations using the measurements in the 
photo then use a punch for a starting point to drill.

4. Install the Voyager Dock to the black bracket using the  
trail tech mounting hardware.
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Voyager Pro Kit 2020+ RR-S
Part# AB-21999-RR

2020+ 125-300RR, 2 & 4 Stroke Race Editions

Installation Instructions:
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5. Secure the black bracket to the stock bracket  
using the two supplied M6x20 bolts, two 9.5mm  
spacers and 6 mm nylock nuts. The spacers are   
placed between the two brackets.

6. Insert the indicator light housings in the desired   
locations on the supplied black bracket and use 
the O-Rings and circlips to retain them.       

Install the ignition switch in the black bracket.

7. Reinsert the stock plugs into their locations in 
the stock bracket.
Reattach the bracket assembly to the top triple    
clamp making sure to connect any antennas at this 
point.
Reconnect the Voyager plugs.

8.Reinsert the indicator lights into their housings.
Indicator light wire colors:
EFI warning – Pink/purple
Blinker – Green
High beam – Pink
Low fuel – Brown/green
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Voyager Pro Kit 2020+ RR-S
Part# AB-21999-RR

2020+ 125-300RR, 2 & 4 Stroke Race Editions

Installation Instructions:

9. Secure all wiring with the supplied zip ties.

10. Place the headlight mask locating pins in the 
locating holes of the front fender. Push down on the 
top of the headlight mask bending it down and behind 
the black bracket. 
Reattach straps.

11.Attach Voyager Head unit to the dock. 

Your Voyager Pro is ready for use!
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